Risk Management Workshop
Are you ready for a data disaster?

Understanding your business’s risks and the impact they cause is critical. At Trapp Technology, our
team is devoted to evaluating your business’s disaster recovery readiness, reviewing and assessing
relevant regulatory compliance, and offering a strategic plan of action to help your business mitigate
risk, align with industry standards, and streamline your business continuity.

What is Trapp Technology’s mission?
THE TRUTH

Our mission is to work with your business leadership in achieving an
understanding of your current risk posture and providing an immediate plan of
action. Our ultimate goal is to be your trusted partner helping drive clarity and
providing IT solutions that help mitigate your business' risks.

Downtime is a persistent
risk, with a single event
topping losses of
$11,000 per minute.

Why participate in a Risk Management Workshop?
This intensive workshop will allow your business to identify and assess your
current risk posture and to find strategic solutions to correct any areas of
weakness and gaps allowing your business to be more defended and prepared in
the event of a data disaster.

KEY WORKSHOP
MILESTONES

•

What is the Risk Management Workshop process?
TECHNICAL WORKSHOP SESSION (REMOTE OR ONSITE)
The workshops consists of an involved technical discussion with a Risk
Management Expert around your existing tools, services, policies and processes
such as:

•• Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
•• Incident Response and Security Management
•• Risk Mitigation Strategies
•• Crisis Communication
•• Process Management
POST WORKSHOP
Following the workshop data gathering, our Risk Management Experts will
process the content from our working session and tailor a deliverable report for
your business detailing key findings, gaps, and recommendations that support the
stated business requirements and goals.

DELIVERABLE REVIEW MEETING (REMOTE OR ONSITE)
We will present your business executives with comprehensive documentation
and actionable recommendations designed to assist them in making an informed
decision on their path towards a secure environment.

•
•

Kick-Off Meeting
A Trapp Technology
Representative will
coordinate a 30-minute
meeting for introductions,
setting the agenda, and
scheduling the workshop
Workshop Meeting Benefits
We offer flexibility
with remote or onsite
sessions
Risk Management
Experts available
nationwide
Deliverable Review
Meeting

• We will present

•

key findings and
recommendations
to your executive
leadership
Define actionable
items and next
steps to getting your
organization on the path
to a secure environment

To learn more about Trapp Technology’s Risk Management Workshop or other
service offerings, contact a Trapp Technology representative at...
workshops@trapptechnology.com • 877.942.2568 • trapptechnology.com
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